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Interview with Massimiliano Messina,

ANZEIGE

Chief Operating Officer of Vivarte

Rubrik

Growing strong
It is a hard, fast-paced but energetic and creative
business – the fashion industry. Fast fashion is the
latest trend, expressing that clothing collections
are based on the most recent fashion trends presented at Fashion Weeks around the globe. In this
fiercely competitive market, traditional values can
make the difference. Vivarte is one of France’s leading
fashion retailers. Currently undergoing major restructuring, the company now places a strong focus on its
strengths – the DNA of its well-known brands.
Clothing,

ket leader when it comes to shoes

instance in Paris, Lyon, Marseille

shoes and

and is long-established in unique

and Bordeaux. When the founder’s

leather goods

downtown locations through its

sons Albert and Jérôme followed

– these have

André shoe store chain. Due to

in their father’s footsteps, they

always been

the development of an extensive

further pushed the company’s

network of suburban footwear and

expansive development. In 1960,

clothing outlets, it has gained a

three production plants and 150

pioneering reputation.

shops underpinned the company’s

Vivarte’s main
fields of activity.
Over many years,
the company has
gained an excellent

prominent market position. In the
The company’s roots date back

1980s, André continued acquir-

to 1894, when Albert Lévy estab-

ing carefully selected brands and

lished a shoe factory in Nancy. His

additionally created the Halle aux

shoes were elegant and affordable

chaussures and the Halle aux

Caroll, Naf Naf, Kookaï,

– a concept that soon paid off.

Vêtements in 1984 – a milestone

Chevignon and others. The

Since 1904, many André shops

in the company’s history. After the

have opened their doors – for

integration of brands such as Car-

reputation all over
France with well-known
brands such as André,

company is the French mar-

Besson Aubière – the perfect shoe for every occasion and
taste
EUROPEAN
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Vivarte focuses on active women looking for stylish clothes
and shoes
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Vivarte

28, Avenue de Flandre
75019 Paris
France
 +33 1 44723001
 +33 1 40050937
 www.vivarte.com

Kookaï – a brand on its way to former
strength

Caroll – an invitation to indulge in modern fashion

Naf Naf – French fashion that is elegant
and wearable

oll and Kookaï and the opening of

made up by export. “In Spain, our

today’s market this is more

an André shop in Japan, the com-

shoe brand Merkal is very strong,”

important than ever. We want

pany changed its name to Vivarte

says Mr. Messina. “We are very

to increase sales and profit-

in 2001. After years of continual

happy with the market situation in

ability. However, we do not

success, Vivarte eventually faced

Spain and are going to continue

want to grow at any price but

serious problems. “The company

to invest there. However, to date

in a healthy and sustainable

was deeply affected by the eco-

we have no plans to strengthen

way. Working with a portfolio

nomic crisis and needed to close

our international presence. First of

of 14 different brands is a

down many shops,” explains Mas-

all, we want to concentrate on the

complex, global project. But

similiano Messina, Chief Operating

French market.”

we are going to install modern

Officer. “Due to fierce competition,

structures and processes and
Vivarte is sure that the focus on

are confident of regaining our

in 2014 major restructuring was

core competences will help to

former strength. As soon as

unavoidable. I am a member of

consolidate the business. André

our new collections are pre-

the new management team which

is a well-established shoe brand

sented in the shops, which

works on new business strategies.

in France; Caroll is performing

will be within the next couple

We think carefully about where we

well.; Kookaï had some difficulties

of months, we will see if our

want to go and how to achieve our

recently but will be reorganized.

concept is successful. How-

goals. Luckily, we have well-estab-

“With our brands we focus on ac-

ever, as explained, we focus

lished brands, loyal customers and

tive women and their families,”

on sustainability, and we are

fundamental know-how and exper-

states Mr. Messina. “We offer

aware that this needs time.

tise. Our main goal is to develop

affordable prices and can count

Everyone is doing his best

long-term, sustainable solutions

on confident and loyal custom-

to lead Vivarte into a bright

and not temporary ones.”

ers. Now, it is up to us to further

future. Our strong brands and

strengthen the DNA of our brands

the exceptional creativity of

Today, Vivarte has 18,000 employ-

and to lure back customers that

the entire group build a solid

ees and a turnover of 2.5 billion

have left. We are known for offer-

basis to face upcoming chal-

EUR. Around 5% of sales are

ing quality for a good price – in

lenges.”
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André – a well-known French shoe brand catering
for the most glitzy and glamorous moments

Women and men will find the perfect André shoes

business
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sales dropped significantly, and

Interview with Edouard Frojo, Managing Director of FROJO SOC

Managing Director Edouard Frojo represents the fifth family
generation

The Frojo boutique in Marseille, France

Jewellery made of French passion
Often, jewellery is the icing on the cake to your outfit. Today, the market is highly diversified, and you are spoilt for choice when looking for a new piece. In addition to your individual
preferences, the budget is always an important selection criterion. FROJO SOC, based in
Marseille, France, is a family-run jeweller following a stringent diversification concept. With
different shops and brands, the company is well established in the luxury as well as in the
medium and fashion sector. Managing Director Edouard Frojo will stay true to this diversification strategy in the coming years, too.

Frojo is integrated into the Mar-

are sold exclusively at the compa-

several market sectors,” explains

or charms. All the pieces are first

seille-based holding Seline. Of-

ny’s own shop in Marseille, while

Mr. Frojo, who represents the fifth

class.”

fering jewellery and watches, the

Ceced focuses on the design and

family generation. “This makes us

company operates four shops, two

production of the Chalet brand.

more independent of fluctuations

The company’s franchise brand

in Marseille and one each in Saint-

Ceced distributes its products via

in the different fields. Depending

Mauboussin also targets the upper

Tropez and Val d’Isère.

partners. Nesli is a franchisee for

on the respective company, we

end of the market. Under the um-

the APM brand, specializing in

sell our own pieces together with

brella of Ceced, the company co-

In addition to Frojo, the holding

premium fashion jewellery and

external brands, or we focus ex-

operates with an external designer,

company unites four more com-

silver pieces. The company distrib-

clusively on just one label, such as

Magalie Pont. She creates the

panies. These are Ellines, Ardile,

utes its products via its own shop

Ardile. Originally, we were rooted

jewellery for Charlet, which is sold

Ceced and Nesli. Ellines is a fran-

and soon its two new corners.

in Frojo. Here, we sell several ma-

through several jewellers in France

chisee of Mauboussin with two

jor brands such as Rolex or Cartier.

and the Frojo shops. “Charlet

shops and two corners. Ardile spe-

“Thanks to our diversification

But we also create our own pieces

boasts traditional jewellery which

cializes in Rolex watches, which

strategy, we have a foothold in

of jewellery such as diamond rings

has been re-invented and modern-

EUROPEAN
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Frojo is represented in the famous ski resort Val d’Isère in France

The Ardile boutique in Marseille exclusively sells Rolex watches

ized,” explains Mr. Frojo. “Often,

They prefer to sell their products

has a staff of 50 employees and

and sports events, for example.

these are pieces from the 1930s

via only a few elitist shops. Their

achieves an annual turnover of ap-

Also, our communications depart-

or the 1950s with new details.

demands are extremely high, too.

proximately 20 million EUR.

ment centrally organises marketing

Mostly, the collections encompass

As a result, the boutiques have

gold jewellery with stones for the

to restructure in order to be able

We draw on many years of experi-

optimistic that we will be able to

medium and upper segment of the

to meet these increasing require-

ence in the market and know it

enhance our market position in

market. Yet, Charlet is not as luxu-

ments. The medium market sector

by heart, “ Mr. Frojo explains the

the coming years. We enjoy an

rious as Frojo.”

had its boost in 2007/2008. Since

company’s success. “We have an

excellent reputation for our styles

then it has been stable. The offer

excellent reputation and invest

and this is a great precondition for

The latest addition to the group is

is huge and competition is high.

much in communication and

further growth.”

the AMP franchise business. AMP

Yet, we believe that the medium

events. Last but not least, we are

boasts fanciful silver jewellery. Only

market will undergo a shakeout in

diversified and well-structured.”

recently, the company opened the

some years, too. In the fantasy and

doors of its first shop.

fashion market, there are many

Frojo has all reasons to stay true

and PR events. Altogether, we are

to its strategy in the coming years,

retail chains or franchise systems.

too. “We are a family-run company

its product portfolio, Frojo serves

APM is one of them. Again, we are

and lay great emphasis on values

a broad clientele, young and old

positive that we will see a market

and long-term oriented goals,”

people alike. “Our business is

adjustment in a few years.”

says Mr. Frojo. “We do not aim at

strongly influenced by the sea-

short-term profit but at sustainabil-

sons,” says the Managing Director.

The roots of the traditional busi-

ity. Our strategy made us what we

“December and July are particu-

ness date back to 1854 when

are today and gives us economic

larly strong months. In the luxury

Eugenio Frojo, the great great

stability. Therefore, we will con-

market, we have been enjoying

grandfather of Edouard Frojo, es-

tinue our diversification concept.

tremendous growth rates in the

tablished a small shop. When Ed-

We will enhance our structure in

last months. There are strong con-

ouard Frojo entered the business

the different market sectors to

centration tendencies in the upper

he started to diversify the com-

become even more independent.

market sector and the brand man-

pany’s activities and established

We believe in communications.

ufacturers become more selective.

the holding structure. Today, Frojo

We are engaged in several social

7

FROJO SOC
Horloger Joaillier
depuis 1854
17 Rue Grignan
13006 Marseille
France

 +33 4 91548878
 +33 4 91331898
 info@frojo.com
 www.frojo.com
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Interview with Frédéric Thomas, Managing Director of Blanco France

...And the kitchen sink
The English expression ‘everything but the kitchen sink’ means nearly everything, whether
necessary or not, but what the phrase overlooks is just how essential the sink is to a complete kitchen. Imagine washing fruits and vegetables, making tea or coffee, or doing the
dishes without the kitchen sink. High quality and the right design make or break the overall
style of a kitchen. Blanco Kitchen Technology recognized this fact long ago and specializes in
stainless steel, SILGRANIT® composite and porcelain sinks for the kitchen, as well as coordinating taps. Its sales subsidiary in France and the French overseas departments and territories is Blanco France.

Blanco’s IDESSA XL 6S is a sleek and elegant porcelain sink

The BLANCO ANDANO XL 6 S-IF demonstrates the company’s expertise in stainless
steel

The highly innovative Blanco Kitch-

needs of real estate developers.”

but they are produced by a sup-

Blanco France supplies kitchen

en Technology took its expertise in

Blanco’s unique expertise lies

plier according to a specification

stores, kitchen manufacturers

sinks and taps, adapted its prod-

in the materials stainless steel,

book,” Mr. Thomas says. “And

and wholesalers of electronic

uct range to the French market

SILGRANIT® and porcelain. It is

of course Blanco keeps a close

and household appliances and

and set up Blanco France to sup-

the only manufacturer with five

eye on quality.” The company’s

plumbing, all of whom ultimately

ply the country with the kitchen

certificates for its composite mate-

colourful array of taps coordinates

serve private customers. It is the

fixtures it needed. “For instance,

rial: for food safety, hygiene, qual-

with the rainbow of materials of its

counterpart to Blanco Professional.

we have a dual sink plus drain for

ity, ease of cleaning and stain re-

sinks. Blanco rounds off its portfo-

Worldwide, Blanco employs 1,250

an 80 cm cabinet base, which is

sistance. The company’s taps are

lio with excellent service including

people and generated turnover

common in France,” says Frédé-

certified by external institutions,

quick delivery, as well as high

of 314 million EUR in 2014, an

ric Thomas, Managing Director of

such as the German association

quality and good value for money.

amount that has been increasing

Blanco France. “We also offer a

for gas and water DVGW and the

“Blanco is an international bench-

in recent years. The company’s

sink for new builds to comply with

French organization for standardi-

mark,” the Managing Director

site in Istanbul produces its porce-

the law that every home has to

zation AFNOR, which is a require-

highlights. “Our slogan is ‘Qual-

lain, and Sinsheim is responsible

come with a sink, even if the new

ment for sale on the French mar-

ity makes the difference,’ and in

for the trademarked SILGRANIT®.

tenant brings his own complete

ket. “The taps are developed by

France, good value for money is

Blanco France was founded near

kitchen. It lets us respond to the

the parent company in Germany,

all-important.”

Paris in 1975 and has been in

EUROPEAN

business
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Blanco France

400 rue de l’Etang
57151 Marly
France
 +33 3 87311396
 +33 3 87327616
 info@blanco.fr
 www.blanco-germany.com/fr

Marly since 2014. Its staff of 20 in-

kitchen taps,” Mr. Thomas says. “It

cludes eight salespeople through-

is the number one in Germany in

out the country. “We have a very

kitchen taps, ranking far ahead of

customer and service-oriented

other suppliers.” The French sub-

team here in France that is in line

sidiary will use the SADECC trade

with the values of our brand and

fair in Lyon as a means to this end,

our company,” Mr. Thomas notes.

and it aims to improve its added
value and customer orientation

Blanco France will continue to

even further. “It is our top priority

make the brand a well-respected

to increase our French customers’

name on the French market and

margin on their kitchens through

even improve its recognition.

the integration of our products,”

“Blanco needs to be seen as

says Mr. Thomas in conclusion.

❙

a highly competent supplier of

The BLANCO SONA 6 S offers more space and more comfort
in SILGRANIT® composite material

business9
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Interview with Gilles Maggiore, Managing Director of
FLUX FRANCE SAS

Safe and efficient emptying
A barrel pump is used to empty barrels and other containers safely and efficiently. The global
market leader in this technology – and a recognized pioneer – is FLUX. 65 years ago, the
German-based company was the first to design and manufacture its own barrel pumps in
Germany. Today, the group is a global player with the right pump for every application.

Specialized in the transfer of liquids from barrels, FLUX offers the right
pump for every application

FLUX barrel pumps are used for emptying barrels and other containers
safely and efficiently

FLUX FRANCE is a subsidiary of

territories.” FLUX FRANCE ships

and small businesses,” says Mr.

purchase spare parts and acces-

the FLUX Group, which is head-

approximately 20 to 25% of its

Maggiore. “Our customer spec-

sories directly,” explains Mr. Mag-

quartered in Maulbronn near Stutt-

pumps abroad, mainly through

trum is very wide.” FLUX pumps

giore. FLUX also plans to further

gart in Germany. Established in

distributors and wholesalers. “In

are high in demand and are known

develop its international market

1949, FLUX presented the world’s

the domestic market, we mainly

for their unrivalled quality, reli-

position. “We see great potential

first electric barrel pump in 1950.

sell our products directly to indus-

ability and performance. “FLUX

for growth, especially in Africa,

Since then, FLUX brand-name

trial users,” says Mr. Maggiore.

has become a household name

where more and more manufactur-

for barrel pumps, just like Tempo

ing companies are being estab-

pumps have spread across the
globe and won millions of satisfied

FLUX FRANCE has 17 employees

for tissues or Hoover for vacuum

lished with the same hygiene and

customers. FLUX FRANCE was

and turns over four million EUR.

cleaners,” Mr. Maggiore describes

safety standards as over here,”

set up as an independent exclu-

The company sells the group’s

the market-leading position of the

concludes Mr. Maggiore.

sive distributor of FLUX pumps

complete spectrum of barrel and

company. Besides offering a wide

in 1973. “When the founder of

container pumps as well as ac-

selection of standard pumps, FLUX

the company died in 2007, the

cessories to industrial clients in

FRANCE provides comprehensive

French operation was bought by

all sectors. “Our main customer

adaptation and modification ser-

FLUX,” states Managing Director

markets are the chemical industry

vices to 100% meet the customers’

Gilles Maggiore. “Today, we are a

including surface treatment ser-

individual requirements. The com-

100% subsidiary of FLUX and are

vices, the food industry as well as

pany also provides the whole range

responsible for the French mar-

cosmetics and pharmaceuticals,”

of after-sales services and wants

ket, the French-speaking African

explains Mr. Maggiore. Some well-

to further improve these services

countries including the Maghreb

known customers are Christian

through enhanced e-commerce ef-

countries in North Africa and the

Dior, Danone, Nestlé and L’Oréal.

forts. “We are currently expanding

French overseas departments and

“We serve both large corporations

our website to enable customers to

EUROPEAN
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FLUX FRANCE SAS

117, route de Maisons
78400 Chatou
France
 +33 1 39520190
 +33 1 30534036
 info@flux-pompes.com
 www.flux-pompes.com
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Interview with Rémi Ehrler, CEO of
Groupe EML

Groupe EML – specialized in
refractory solutions
Groupe EML follows a full-service approach and covers the whole value-added chain from the
calculation, planning, construction and mounting of industrial furnaces. “Thanks to our group
structure, we are able to accomplish the complete production in-house,” says CEO Rémi Ehrler. “This is an important advantage for our clients as they get everything from one source.”
Groupe EML

42 Rue Isaac Asimov
38300 Bourgoin Jallieu
France
 info@groupe-eml.fr
 www.groupe-eml.fr
 www.prevel.fr
 www.irisfrance.com
 www.hepha.eu
 www.isolmondego.pt
Iris is the group’s specialist for refractory anchors

Groupe EML is a specialist in industrial
refractory equipment

Today, Groupe EML integrates five

in concrete. Euroloc provides rental

respective companies,” says Rémi

quickly and are able to respond in-

different companies. Prevel is the

equipment for furnace installation.

Ehrler. “For example, our subsidi-

dividually to our clients’ needs. Our

group’s engineering arm, focusing

The newest subsidiary is Isolmon-

ary Iris achieves almost 80% of its

engineers are well-qualified, and

on the calculation and construc-

dégo, which joined Groupe EML in

annual turnover through export

our customers benefit, greatly from

tion of refractory solutions. Hepha,

November 2015. This mounting

activities. At present, the demand

the synergy effects between our

comprising three subsidiaries, is

factory is located in Portugal.

for refractory equipment is low

subsidiaries. Last but not least, we

in France. As a result, we started

offer value for money. These are

specialized in the production of
refractory concrete parts for fur-

Groupe EML is a well-known name

enhancing our export activities.

excellent preconditions for further

naces. Hepha has its own sales

in many different industries, such

Abroad, the markets are moving

growth.”

subsidiaries in Tunisia, Morocco

as cement, steel and glass but

much faster. At the moment, the

and Algiers. Iris, which joined the

also among industrial and waste

Middle East and North Africa are

Despite the limited French market,

group in 2013, is the specialist for

incineration companies and the

interesting for us. There are also

Groupe EML will pursue its national

refractory anchors and insulation

communities. The company is ac-

promising prospects in India. We

effort and increase its development

speciality products for integration

tive worldwide. “It depends on the

offer high-quality products, deliver

abroad.

business
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Interview with Laurent Martin, Managing Director of Joseph MARTIN SA

High precision for a
cleaner future
French lathing specialist Joseph MARTIN SA has been manufacturing turned parts since 1946.
The family-owned company produces high precision, machined components at two production sites in Haute Savoie and specializes in the manufacture of large series parts for the automotive industry. Its expertise extends to parts and sub-assemblies for fluid regulation, fuel
injection, hydraulic suspension systems and vehicle transmissions. With its rigorous system
of quality management and quality control checks at all stages of production, Joseph MARTIN
can guarantee the performance of its products.

Company headquarters and
production site
in Vougy

Joseph MARTIN is following the

components supplied by Joseph

diesel vehicles, passenger cars and

tools and equipment needed. “In

current scandal over cheat software

MARTIN. “Our parts are small

trucks,” says Mr. Martin. “The new

order to meet the standards of pre-

in Volkswagen diesel vehicles very

but vital components in the fluid

regulations in the diesel sector are

cision and cleanliness demanded

closely. There are two possible out-

control systems of both petrol and

particularly relevant for us. We work

by our customers, we have to invest

comes of the emissions scandal for

on components that allow vehicles

continually in production, assembly

the French supplier. “Volkswagen

to conform to the latest Euro 6 and

and inspection processes,” says Mr.

is an important customer for us,”

7 standards.”

Martin. “It is an ongoing commitment that ensures we can continue

says Managing Director Laurent
Martin. “The scandal could mean a

Joseph MARTIN specializses in bar

to work to the high standards re-

drop in orders, or it could have the

turning and high-precision sub-as-

quired.” The company’s produc-

exact opposite effect if Volkswagen

semblies ranging in size from 0.5 to

tion is certified according to ISO

is obliged to repair all of the affected

22 mm. Its tooling and mechanical

14001 and ISO/TS 16949.

vehicles and improve performance

workshops are equipped with the

in new ones. It could mean major

latest state-of-the-art CNC machin-

The research department is also

investment in exactly the parts in

ing centers which are operated by a

heavily engaged in development

which we specialize.”

team of highly experienced techni-

work on technical innovations.

cians. The company has its own

“The components we manufacture

research and design department

represent the state-of-the-art in the

where it can design and build any

industry,” insists Mr. Martin. “We

Every year, over 3.5 million new
diesel vehicles are fitted with
EUROPEAN
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Joseph MARTIN’s machine park consists
of the latest CNC machining centres
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Joseph MARTIN SA

491, rue des Fontaines
74130 Vougy
France
 +33 4 50345955
 +33 4 50340251
 info@martin-joseph.com
 www.martin-joseph.com

Production is highly automated and overseen by experienced technicians

have a wealth of experience on

materials through to decisions re-

acquisition of a second produc-

structures and are already imple-

which to draw and our machining

garding the design of sub-assem-

tion site in Bonneville, just 4 km

menting Industry 4.0 practices,”

equipment is the most modern in

blies and is thus a valued partner.

away from its administrative head-

says Mr. Martin. “We are also part

the market. We are always thinking

“We produce in large series of up

quarters in Vougy, in 2011. The

of a network of external partners,

one step ahead and are already

to eleven million pieces so it is

Bonneville site offers 15,000 m2

universities and research institutes

developing solutions that will easily

vital that the components are well-

of space and is twice as large as

that is working on bringing new de-

satisfy the lower tolerance limits be-

designed from the start,” says Mr.

the Vougy site. Joseph MARTIN

velopments to market. We are an

ing introduced.” This is important

Martin. “From prototypes through

employs 200 people at its two sites

active member of this consortium

work as the Volkswagen scandal

to mass production, we optimise

and is aiming to increase turno-

which we see as the key to the

will certainly have wider repercus-

the entire value chain.”

ver to 30 million EUR in 2016.

continued success of our family

“We believe in lean management

business.”

sions for the car industry in general
and emissions testing in particular.

The automotive industry accounts

The current system, whether be-

for 80% of Joseph MARTIN’s

ing cheated or not, depends on

25 million EUR annual turnover.

results obtained under idealised

Thanks to the efficiency of its

conditions that do not reflect actual

production, the company is able

driving conditions. From that point

to compete in a variety of markets

of view, all manufacturers have im-

and already exports to Turkey, Ro-

provements to make.

mania, Poland and China. “Reduc-

❙

Joseph MARTIN’s machine park
consists of the latest CNC machining
centres

ing air pollution is a major driver of
Joseph MARTIN plays its part in

growth and innovation at present

helping car manufacturers improve

and this is a market with massive

the efficiency of their vehicles by

potential for our products,” says

ensuring the highest levels of qual-

Mr. Martin. “We expect this market

ity in surface finishing and accura-

to grow strongly in future and that

cy. Joseph MARTIN’s experienced

exports will grow to 60% of our

engineers are able to advise clients

turnover.”

on a range of aspects influencing
The company has expanded

components from the choice of

strongly in recent years with the
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the performance of fluid control

Interview with Vincent Dupart, General Manager of
Systemes ET Technologies Identification

STid, expert in contactless
identification
Apart from convenience and increased card read reliability, there is
a decisive argument in favour of contactless ID technology: Contactless cards are extremely difficult to duplicate and provide superior levels of security, both to the cardholder and the issuing organization. Systemes ET Technologies Identification (STid) SAS in
Gréasque, France, is one of the pioneers of RFID and specializes in
innovative RFID readers and tags for high-security personal identification, long-range vehicle identification and product identification in
demanding environments.

Systemes ET Technologies Identification (STid)
SAS
20 Parc d’Activités des
Pradeaux
13850 Gréasque
France
 +33 442 126060
 +33 442 126061
 info@stid.com
 www.stid.com

Since Guy Pluvinage founded STid

control is a mature market with

Innovation has been the key to

are involved in R&D underlines its

in 1996, solutions for personal

competition from major interna-

success for STid all along and

focus on innovation, just like the

identification and vehicle identifi-

tional players,” points out Vincent

has resulted in solutions that are

award STid received at the EXPO

cation have remained the mainstay

Dupart, General Manager and

guided by customers’ needs and

Protection 2014 for its new Blue-

of business at a rate of 85%. Prod-

delegated proprietor of STid. “In the

advancing technology. “We offer

tooth access control. “We bank on

uct identification was adopted in

niche market of product identifica-

systems for extremely demand-

our innovative strength in order to

2000 and accounts for 15% of the

tion, we excel with innovative solu-

ing environments, for example the

strengthen our position in the com-

company’s total turnover. “Access

tions and growth rates of 25%.”

aviation industry or the offshore

petitive market,” explains Mr. Du-

industry,” says Mr. Dupart. “Quite

part with a view to the future. “Our

often we develop novelties that are

aim is to raise our export share

used by our customers straight

from 30% to 50% and expand our

away, combining innovation with

existing good contacts in Europe

market orientation.” The fact that

and overseas.”

❙

15 of the company’s 40 employees

Vincent Dupart and the new access control range
EUROPEAN

business

The new, award-winning Bluetooth access control with mobile phone
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Interview with Stéphane Brunet, President of
Vapé Rail International

Connecting safety and
efficiency
Over the years, rail travel has become the mode of transport of
choice for many people, and today there are more trains, carrying
more passengers, at faster speeds than ever before. This evolution
has created the need for an increased focus on safety, innovative
materials and efficient working methods. Vapé Rail International is a key
player in the business, ensuring that materials and products keep pace with
the increasing demands of the railway industry and the general public.
Rail fixing made from composite material: optimum fixing and durability

Vapé Rail was established in 1978,

Under the leadership of Stéphane

a loose screw triggers an alarm,

and train builders such as Sie-

prompted by the introduction of

Brunet, who took over the reins

which prompts immediate action

mens. Since 2000, it has worked

the TGV, France’s high-speed

as President four years ago, the

by a maintenance team, thereby

with customers in Maghreb, Korea,

train. The company developed a

product range has increased sig-

mitigating the risk of accidents. An

and Eastern Europe, who are in-

rail fixing system which was spe-

nificantly. In addition to the rail

added advantage of this system is

volved in the surface and under-

cifically designed to withstand the

fixing system, the company has

that it enables efficient and cost-

ground train and tram businesses.

pressures associated with high-

also introduced a range of track-

effective maintenance planning.

speed movement. The anchoring

side products, for example man-

Instead of routinely scheduling

“We have been a recognized mar-

mechanism combines a plastic

hole covers and water tanks. The

the renewal of fixings, kilometer

ket player for 35 years,” says Mr.

composite material with metal

third product range, Connected,

by kilometer, every 10 to 20 years,

Brunet. “Innovation is important

components to optimize fixing

was developed in response to a

targeted maintenance can be car-

to us, to bring new solutions which

strength and durability.

number of rail accidents caused

ried out in those areas that are

offer value to our customers. Our

by loose screws. Vapé Rail devel-

actually defective. Another product

priorities for the future are to grow,

oped a warning system whereby

within the Connected range is a

build up our export business and

digital safety helmet for use by

also continue to develop new and

maintenance personnel. The helmet has integrated lights

innovative products, particularly
within the Connected range.”

❙

and can also receive and
transmit acoustic signals.
currently in development is
an integrated system which
warns the wearer when he
enters a high-voltage area.
Vapé Rail currently supplies the
Vapé Rail’s composite material has
many applications
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Safety helmet with lights and signals:
optimum protection for workers

French railway SNCF, maintenance
firms, rail installation companies

Vapé Rail International
9 rue de Noisetiers
01460 Montréal-la-Cluse
France
 +33 4 74 120073
 +33 4 74 129016
 info@vaperail.com
 www.vaperail.com
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An additional function

Interview with Eric Rougemond, Chief Executive Officer of Laboratoire AGUETTANT SAS

Drug delivery made easy
An effective, medication-based treatment of diseases generally depends on two things: the
right drug and the right delivery system. Rarely are these two fundamental prerequisites
provided from a single source. An exception is Laboratoire AGUETTANT SAS. The privately
owned French pharmaceutical company not only delivers highly effective, injectable drugs
but also easy-to-use delivery systems which make administering the drugs efficient, convenient and perfectly safe.
Laboratoire AGUETTANT is an

innovative delivery system for its

independent, medium-sized fam-

drugs. “Our unique drug delivery

ily enterprise which specializes in

system is ready and easy to use

injectable medicines. The pioneer-

and minimizes waste,” explains

ing pharmaceutical company has

Chief Executive Officer Eric Rou-

been focusing on injectable solu-

gemond, who has advanced the

tions since 1903 and was founded

company’s globalization in the

as a distributor of chemical and

past three years. “Thanks to the

pharmaceutical products by Louis-

combination of the right drug and

Joseph Aguettant and Bruno Tav-

the right delivery system, we have

ernier in 1880. Today, Laboratoire
AGUETTANT operates globally

Laboratoire AGUETTANT specializes in injectable medicines and easyto-use delivery systems

with over 500 employees, annual

achieved a leading market position and a sustainable competitive
advantage in the international

revenues of 110 million EUR,

In particular, it offers injectable

and safety requirements. Simulta-

pharmaceutical industry.” The

two modern production plants in

solutions to manage motor fluctua-

neously, the French pharmaceuti-

special AGUETTANT drug delivery

France, and sales and service of-

tions, which affect many patients

cal group is committed to making

system is a result of the company’s

fices in Belgium, Germany, the

suffering from the terminal illness.

the use of its products as easy

constant efforts in bringing effec-

UK, Singapore and Vietnam.

In addition, Laboratoire AGUET-

and convenient as possible, both

tive pharmaceuticals and efficient

TANT has developed specific

for healthcare professionals and

technology together to provide

The comprehensive product range

drugs for the therapy of epilepsy

patients. This is why Laboratoire

hospital staff and patients with an

of Laboratoire AGUETTANT covers

disorders. The third product divi-

AGUETTANT has developed an

easy-to-use, safe solution. The

four main application areas: emer-

sion comprises injectable trace

gency medicine, neurology, nutri-

elements for parenteral nutrition.

tion and infusion. The Emergency

As these micronutrients should be

Medicine division offers a wide

combined with macronutrients,

selection of essential, life-saving

Laboratoire AGUETTANT also

drugs, particularly in the areas of

offers a complete range of elec-

catecholamines, anaesthetics and

trolytes and vitamins. The fourth

algology, and includes a growing

product line includes infusion solu-

range of sulphite-free products.

tions for urology, rinsing and care.

The Neurology business unit of
Laboratoire AGUETTANT is a ma-

In all therapeutic areas, Labora-

jor player in developing effective

toire AGUETTANT fulfils the most

treatments for Parkinson’s disease.

stringent pharmaceutical quality

EUROPEAN

business

Ready-to-use syringes offer the highest standards of safety and
hygiene in every situation
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Laboratoire AGUETTANT SAS
1 Rue de Alexander Fleming
69007 Lyon
France
 +33 478 615141
 +33 478 610935
 www.aguettant.com

patented AGUETTANT System®
currently consists of two highly
advanced devices: a ready-to-use,

Laboratoire AGUETTANT is a global player
with subsidiaries in
Europe and Asia

pre-filled plastic syringe and a
multi-dose, multi-use auto-injector
pen. When Laboratoire AGUETTANT introduced the system five
years ago, the plastic syringe
received an award at the annual
Pharmapack Europe conference
and exhibition in Paris, the leading European event for innovative
pharmaceutical packaging and
drug delivery solutions.
The ready-to-use injection solutions offered by Laboratoire

tion process and also of the drugs

“Injection solutions are generally

Laboratoire AGUETTANT sells

AGUETTANT present a completely

themselves, particularly as regards

subject to very high safety and

the vast majority of its products to

new drug delivery system. They

their stability. In this area, we have

quality standards,” states Mr. Rou-

hospitals. In France and countries

are provided as fully drawn-up

accumulated great expertise and

gemond. “In the case of composi-

with its own subsidiary operations,

syringes. “This saves health

filed many patents.” Laboratoire

tions, these standards are even

the company serves its customers

professionals valuable time, es-

AGUETTANT also excels in individ-

higher and require even greater

directly. In all other markets, Labo-

pecially in emergency situations,”

ually composed injection solutions.

expertise.”

ratoire AGUETTANT works together

Mr. Rougemond describes a major

with wholesaling businesses. In the

benefit of the AGUETTANT Sys-

past, the pharmaceutical company

tem®.

was focused on the domestic

“Ready-to-use syringes are

also very safe and hygienic and

market to a large extent. Only in

minimize the risk of mistakes. Last

the last few years has Laboratoire

but not least, they contribute to the

AGUETTANT developed a sizable

reduction of waste, compared to

international position. Today, the

the use of ampoules containing the

company ships 25% of its injection

liquid. The preparation of ready-

solutions abroad.

to-use injection solutions requires

17
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The Aguettant pre-filled syringe
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in-depth knowledge of the produc-

››› Interview with Eric Rougemond, Chief Executive Officer of Laboratoire AGUETTANT SAS
“We see great potential in foreign

highly dynamic market with signifi-

markets for our innovative drug de-

cant growth potential. “At the same

livery system and are determined

time, however, the health sector is

to further grow our international

governed by many legislative regu-

marketing activities,” states Mr.

lations, limiting the expansion op-

Rougemond. “In particular, we

portunities,” says Mr. Rougemond.

intend to develop the US market,

“In addition, there is strong pricing

which is one of the largest and

pressure, not least due to more

most dynamically evolving health

and more generic medication. This

industries worldwide. We are

is why we are placing great em-

currently investing in new, state-

phasis on constant innovation to

Fully integrated pharmaceutical company
Injectable medicines

of-the-art plants to meet the high

sustain our competitive edge and

standards of the American Food

further enhance our market pen-

and Drug Administration. In addi-

etration at home and abroad.”

Facts & Figures

tion, we plan to open new subsidi-

In brief
Core Competence

• Founded: by Louis-Joseph Aguettant and Bruno Tavernier in
1880
• Structure: independent, medium-sized family enterprise
• Branch offices: Ardèche, France; Belgium, Germany, UK,
Singapore, Vietnam (Spain and Italy by Q1 2016)
• Employees: 500
• Turnover: 110 million EUR
• Export: 25% worldwide

ary companies in Italy and Spain

The outstanding innovative power

by Q1 2016 to further extend our

of Laboratoire AGUETTANT is

European presence.”

combined with more than a cen-

Products & Services

tury of experience in drug developLaboratoire AGUETTANT operates

ment and delivery systems and the

two production sites in France un-

company’s coverage of the entire

der the supervision of the French

value chain, from development

Agency for the Safety of Health

and production to distribution and

Products: one in Lyon at the com-

logistics. Yet the main competitive

• Injectable solutions for emergency medicine, neurology and
nutrition
• Infusion solutions for urology, rinsing and care

pany’s main location and one in

advantage of the French phar-

Ardèche in Champagne. The Lyon

maceutical company is its unique

facility produces syringes, pens,

combination of effective medicine

vials and ampoules. To meet the

and efficient delivery solutions.

Target Groups

stringent safety and hygiene de-

“There are competitors offering the

mands, the plant is outfitted with

same drugs as we are,” explains

its own Controlled Atmosphere

Mr. Rougemond. “But these do not

Area for the most sensitive step in

have comparable delivery systems.

the processing chain: filling. At the

This allows us to evade price wars.

heart of the Lyon production unit

Our ready-to-use drug delivery

is a new line for the company’s

system offers a win-win situation

award-winning, patented pre-filled

as it benefits all protagonists in

plastic syringes. The second plant

the health system: Patients benefit

in Ardèche focuses on the pro-

from safe and easy administration,

duction of plastic ampoules and

health professionals benefit from

pouring bottles. The ampoules and

optimally prepared products and

bottles are blown up just before

time saving, and health insurers

filling to guarantee the highest

benefit from reduced waste and

safety and hygiene standards. With

expense.”

Hospitals and other healthcare institutions

Fairs & Exhibitions

• Pharmapack Europe, Paris
• ESA (European Society of Anesthesiology)
• EAHP (European Association of Hospital Pharmacists)

Philosophy

Preserving life by combining the right drug with the right
delivery system

Future

Investment in new, FDA-approved production lines and
continued globalization

❙

its injection solutions, Laboratoire
AGUETTANT is operating in a

EUROPEAN

business
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Interview with Ksenija Pavletic, President of
Gedeon Richter France SAS

Supporting women’s health
When a number of issues such as the One Million Women study for
HRT and recent pill crisis for hormonal contraceptives shook women’s
trust in hormones, the gynaecological market dropped significantly.
This fall in demand was matched by the flight of some big pharmaceutical manufacturers from gynaecology medication. This allowed
smaller companies like Gedeon Richter France to establish themselves as a true partner in gynaecology.

Gedeon Richter’s headquarters in
Hungary

“HRT can have a transformative

and Asia. “The pharmaceutical

important acquisition for us as it

market is currently undergoing a

has a strong reputation for research

geographic shift with a significant

and development and is currently

proportion of production capacity

conducting a number of clinical

being moved to low-wage countries

studies into biosimilar products

in Asia,” says Ms. Pavletic. “We are

that represent the current trend in

bucking this trend by maintaining

gynaecological research.” Gedeon

production in Europe and focusing

Richter also recently acquired the

on speciality products.”

gynaecological portfolio of pharma

effect for women suffering from the

specialist Grünenthal, which will

worst symptoms of menopause,”

As well as being President of the

strengthen its presence in Western

says President Ksenija Pavletic.

French sales operation, Ksenija

Europe. The French subsidiary

“That is why the results of these

Pavletic is also CEO of Preglem in

was founded in 2012 and already

studies should not be used to per-

Geneva, a recently acquired sub-

generates six million EUR in sales.

suade women against taking HRT

sidary with a portfolio of women’s

“Gedeon Richter is a well-known

but should trigger more research

health products. “Preglem spe-

name and strong presence in

into making it safer.” The Gedeon

cializes in treatments for uterine

Central and Eastern Europe but a

Richter Group, an international

fibroids – benign growths in the

relative newcomer in Western Euro-

pharmaceutical company with Hun-

womb that can impair fertility and

pean markets,” says Ms. Pavletic.

garian roots, is committed to wom-

cause discomfort for a lot of wom-

“Our goal is to become a trustful

en’s health. Around a third of its an-

en,” explains Ms. Pavletic. “It is an

partner in gynaecology.”

❙

nual turnover is generated through
the development, manufacture and
sale of gynaecological drugs such
as the contraceptive pill and HRT
treatments. Another 50% comes
from the contract manufacture of
a range of generic drugs while the
remainder comes from the research
and development of products for
the central nervous system. Gedeon
Richter France is one of a number
of sales subsidiaries for the group’s
products in Europe, South America
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Gedeon Richter France SAS
1/3 Rue Caumartin
75009 Paris
France

 +33 1 47420320
 +33 1 47427599
 grf@gedeonrichter.fr
 www.richterfrance.com
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Women’s health is the main focus of
Gedeon Richter’s product range

EUROPEAN

business
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